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Title Summary Review

Auggie & Me*

By R.J. Palacio. Realistic Fiction. 
Three stories that shed further 
light on the world of Auggie 
Pullman, an ordinary boy with an 
extraordinary face, set before he 
entered Beecher Prep and during 
his first year there, told from 
other characters' points of view. 

In the companion novel to Wonder, (2012) three students at Beecher Prep middle school tell 
stories that connect with Auggie Pullman's dramatic arrival into their worlds. "Sometimes 
friendships are hard," and friendship with Auggie Pullman is a special challenge. He is different. He 
looks different, and that's not easy in middle school. Now, Palacio zeros in on three characters: 
Julian, the bully; Auggie's oldest friend, Christopher; and Charlotte, the girl who is nice to Auggie 
but never especially friendly. Auggie is the common thread in their stories, but he's behind the 
scenes here, peripheral to their first-person narratives. Each character relates a story that includes 
an epiphany about friendship, family, and life. Auggie is the catalyst for transformations in their 
lives, but readers will see sides of characters Auggie never would have known. Not only a 
companion to Wonder, but a wonder in itself.  (Kirkus Reviews Starred) MG 303 pages.

The Alex Crow

By Andrew Smith. Science Fiction. 
The story of Ariel, a Middle Eastern 
refugee who lives with an adoptive 
family is juxtaposed against those 
of a schizophrenic bomber, the 
diaries of a failed arctic expedition 
from the late nineteenth century, 
and a depressed, bionic 
reincarnated crow.

Three stories wind round one another in unexpected ways. Fifteen-year-old Ariel Burgess survived a 
nightmarish attack on his home village by hiding in a refrigerator. He was taken in by a family in 
Virginia, an has now been packed off along with his adoptive brother, Max, to stay at Camp Merrie-
Seymour for Boys, a free perk his family receives for the work done by their inventor father for a 
research group. A multitude of strange and grimly funny characters populates the camp, including 
Mrs. Nussbaum, a prim therapist with forced cheer who offers the first hint that all may not be as 
it seems. Two other narrative threads--one involving a ship called the Alex Crow stuck in the ice 
during the 1800s and the other detailing the madness of a character called the "melting man," 
who hears various voices urging him to commit acts of violence--are juxtaposed against Ariel and 
Max's story, smartly weaving their ways into it right up to the surprising conclusion. Magnificently 
bizarre, irreverent and bitingly witty, this outlandish novel is grounded by likable characters and 
their raw experiences. (Kirkus Reviews Starred) UG 317 pages.
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All the Bright Places

By Jennifer Niven. Realistic Fiction. 
When Theodore and Violet meet on 
the ledge of the bell tower at 
school, both teetering on the edge, 
it's the beginning of an unlikely 
relationship.

Told in alternating voices. Violet and Finch meet on the ledge of their school’s clock tower, both 
thinking about jumping. For frenetic Finch, who constantly alters his appearance, suicide is often on 
his mind, and the barrage of bullying he receives, from his classmates and his own father, doesn’t 
help matters. Violet, on the other hand, is in a daze after the untimely death of her sister. They 
don’t jump, but their chance meeting leads to a partnership on a geography project visiting 
Indiana roadside oddities. Their friendship grows into a sweet romance, and Violet feels 
invigorated—she starts feeling engaged with her life and even takes up writing again, something 
she gave up after her sister died. Niven’s first novel for teens tackles a big topic with sensitivity 
(suicide-prevention resources are included), and teens will likely swoon over Finch and Violet’s 
doomed romance. A film adaptation already in the works. (Booklist) UG 388 pages.

Audacity

By Melanie Crowder. Historical 
Fiction in Verse. Details the life of 
Clara Lemlich and her struggle for 
women's labor rights in the early 
20th century in New York.

A novel in verse featuring the real-life Clara Lemlich, a courageous, tenacious warrior for workers' 
rights in turn-of-the-20th-century New York City. Newly arrived in New York from Russia, she finds 
employment in a sweatshop, where young immigrant girls toil in dangerous conditions, cheated and 
harassed by bosses, earning pennies for long hours of work. Sacrificing her dream of an education 
and in spite of her family's dire economic straits, she devotes her energy to supporting these girls, 
fighting for the inclusion of women in the all-male garment union and winning them their own 
local. She organizes strikes against individual sweatshops and leads the Uprising of the 20,000, 
during which she and the other young women strikers are repeatedly beaten by police and hired 
thugs, arrested and jailed. Readers hear Clara's strong, clear voice in action-packed verses that 
convey with intense emotion her conflicts and conviction, her deepest thoughts, and her doubts 
and triumphs. Crowder breathes life into a world long past and provides insight into the 
achievements of one determined woman. Compelling, powerful and unforgettable. (Kirkus Review 
Starred) MG-UG 389 pages.
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Between the World  
and Me

By Ta-Nehisi Coates. Memoir. A 
journey through America's history 
of race and its contemporary 
resonances through a series of 
awakenings--moments of some new 
truth about our long, tangled 
history.

In a series of essays, written as a letter to his son, Coates confronts the notion of race in America 
and how it has shaped American history, many times at the cost of black bodies and lives. 
Thoughtfully exploring personal and historical events, from his time at Howard University to the 
Civil War, the author poignantly asks and attempts to answer difficult questions that plague 
modern society. In this short memoir, the Atlantic writer explains that the tragic examples of 
Michael Brown, Trayvon Martin, and those killed in South Carolina are the results of a 
systematically constructed and maintained assault to black people-a structure that includes slavery, 
mass incarceration, and police brutality as part of its foundation. From his passionate and 
deliberate breakdown of the concept of race itself to the importance of the Black Lives Matter 
movement, Coates powerfully sums up the terrible history of the subjugation of black people in the 
United States. (School Library Journal) *National Book Award Winner *Alex Award Winner UG 152 
pages.

Blackbird Fly

By Erin Entrada Kelly. Realistic 
Fiction. Bullied at school, eighth-
grader Apple, who loves the music 
of the Beatles, decides to change 
her life by learning how to play 
the guitar.

Apple Yengko has one possession from the Philippines--a Beatles cassette tape with her father's 
name written on it. After her father's death, Apple and her mother move to the United States. 
There is not much diversity in Apple's small Louisiana town. Her classmates call her Chinese though 
she is Filipina and bully her. Apple's self-esteem plummets when she learns she is on the Dog Log, 
the boys' list of the ugliest girls, and her friends abandon her. She hates her name, her mother's 
accent, the shape of her eyes, everything that makes her different. She takes refuge in music, 
becoming determined to get her own guitar, despite her mother's protests. Slowly, Apple develops 
new, healthy friendships. She comes to see through the cruelty of her classmates and to discover 
the unique characteristics that make her special. Each character in Kelly's debut novel is portrayed 
with remarkable authenticity. The awkwardness and intense feelings inherent to middle school are 
palpable. Children's literature has been waiting for Apple--a strong, Asian-American girl whose 
ethnic identity simultaneously complicates and enriches her life. (Kirkus Reviews Starred) MG 296 
pages.
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Blackthorn Key

By Kevin Sands. Mystery. In 1665 
London, an apprentice to an 
apothecary and his best friend try 
to uncover the truth behind a 
mysterious cult, following a trail of 
puzzles, codes, pranks, and danger 
toward an unearthly secret with 
the power to tear the world apart.

First-time novelist Sands has written an exciting and self-assured tale of alchemy and dark secrets 
set during the late-17th-century reign of King Charles II. Fourteen-year-old orphan Christopher 
Rowe is lucky to be apprenticed to a kindly apothecary, Master Benedict Blackthorn. But someone-
the Cult of the Archangel, it is rumored-is murdering London's apothecaries, believing that 
members of the Apothecary's Guild are concealing a dangerous secret. Christopher is an easygoing 
boy, fond of pranks and experiments (the book opens with his ill-advised and ill-fated attempt at 
mixing up some gunpowder), but after Master Benedict is assaulted, he finds himself on the run, 
pursued by the murderous henchmen of a rival apothecary and the dangerous Lord Richard 
Ashcombe, His Majesty's Warden. Sands adeptly balances the novel's darker turns with moments of 
levity and humor, and fills the book with nicely detailed characters and historical background-plus 
lots of explosions. It's a story that should have broad appeal, while especially intriguing readers 
with an existing interest in chemistry, history, and decoding puzzles. (Publishers Weekly). MG 371 
pages.

Bone Gap

By Laura Ruby. Realistic Fiction-
Mystery-Magic Realism- Fantasy. 
Finn is the only witness to the 
abduction of Roza, but his inability 
to help with the investigation 
subjects him to even more ridicule 
and bullying.

Finn has always been considered a little strange, and now that Roza has disappeared, his small 
town of Bone Gap holds him responsible. Finn alleges that she was kidnapped, but he cannot offer 
up a useful description of the abductor. Roza had appeared under mysterious circumstances a year 
before, and was taken in by Finn and his older brother, Sean, who subsequently developed a crush 
on her—and now wonders if perhaps her departure was a voluntary rejection of him. But Roza 
has been taken by a dangerous stranger and imprisoned in a series of bizarre supernatural 
dwellings from which she cannot escape—unless she agrees to marry the kidnapper. As Finn tries 
to puzzle out how to find Roza, he develops his own romantic interest in the strongly independent 
Priscilla (Petey, for short), despite what the town may think. (Horn Book Magazine) *Printz Award 
Winner *National Book Award Finalist UG 345 pages. 
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The Boy in the     
Black Suit

By Jason Reynolds. Realistic Fiction. 
Soon after his mother's death, Matt 
takes a job at a funeral home in 
his tough Brooklyn neighborhood 
and begins to accept her death 
and his responsibilities.

High-school senior Matt wears a black suit because he has a job at Mr. Ray's funeral home 
(setting up chairs and food for services), but also -- metaphorically -- because he himself is in 
mourning, for the mother who died just before the book begins and the long-on-the-wagon father 
who has returned to drink. Although his work responsibilities end when the funerals begin, Matt 
finds himself sticking around to find "the person hurting the most," hoping that his or her 
expression of grief will perhaps help him deal with his own. While all this sounds like heavy 
problem-novel territory, it isn't. Matt is a good kid with a good best friend, Chris; their Bed-Stuy 
neighborhood is gritty but also a place of true community. There's even a sweet romance between 
Matt and a girl he meets at her grandmother's funeral. Reynolds writes in a way warm and 
empathetic, that the late Walter Dean Myers would have applauded. (Horn Book Starred) *Coretta 
Scott King Honor Book UG 255 pages.

The Boys Who 
Challenged Hitler: Knud 
Pedersen and the Churchill Club* 

By Phillip Hoose. Narrative 
Nonfiction. Tells the story of a 
group of boy resistance fighters in 
Denmark after the Nazi invasion 
during World War II.

When the Germans threatened to invade Denmark, the Danes capitulated with only token 
resistance on April 9, 1940, becoming an occupied country. This infuriated 15- and 16-year-old 
brothers Knud and Jens Pedersen, who formed a group of saboteurs and began cutting German 
telephone wires and defacing and reorienting directional signs. Just as they were making their 
presence felt, their family was relocated, and the two teens started a new group, called The 
Churchill Club in honor of the legendary British prime minister. Their story is one of bravery in 
the face of constant danger and of increasingly meaningful acts of sabotage, including stealing 
weapons and destroying important German assets. How long, the reader wonders, will they be able 
to elude capture? That question and others are answered in this tale of remarkable bravery and 
determination. Told in both the author’s voice and that of Knud Pedersen himself, this has a 
compelling immediacy that is enhanced by a generous collection of black-and-white period 
photographs. (Booklist Starred) *Robert F. Sibert Informational Honor Book MG 198 pages.
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The Bunker Diary

By Kevin Brooks. Action Adventure 
Fiction. Linus Weems, a street 
person since leaving his wealthy 
father's home, is kidnapped and 
taken to an underground bunker 
where he is soon joined by five 
others, ranging in age from nine 
to seventy, who are alternately 
cared for and tortured by their 
unseen captor.

Linus is a 16-year-old runaway living on the harsh English streets who wakes up one day in an 
unfamiliar underground bunker with no water or food while under constant surveillance by an 
unknown kidnapper. As each day passes, more people are kidnapped and are subjected to the 
same brutal conditions. When Linus and the rest try to escape and find out more about their 
situation and their kidnapper, they realize that, with their options dwindling, they may have to 
resort to the ultimate horror to survive. Brooks's controversial psychologically disturbing book will 
leave readers with a deep sense of unease. Linus's first-person narrative will make teens ask 
themselves what they would do in his situation. It's not a title for everyone: some may be 
unsettled by the harsh realities the protagonist faces, while others will be fascinated by the simple 
complexity of Brooks's prose and truly effective storytelling. A unique choice that will get teens 
talking. (School Library Journal) *Carnegie Medal Winner UG 260 pages.

Challenger Deep

By Neal Shusterman. Realistic 
Fiction. Caden Bosch is on a 
galleon that's headed for the 
deepest point on Earth: Challenger 
Deep, the southern part of the 
Marianas Trench. He finds a way 
not just to navigate his own 
schizophrenic breakdown but to 
ease the struggles of his fellow 
patients.

Award-winning author Shusterman returns to realistic fiction with a breathtaking exploration of 
one teen’s experience with schizophrenia. Caden Bosch thinks there is somebody at his high school 
who wants to kill him. But that’s not all. There are things happening outside of the typical space 
and time constraints that he can’t understand. He feels at once all-powerful and frighteningly 
powerless. Caden slowly drifts away from friends and family and deeper into his mind, until his 
parents admit him to a mental hospital for further evaluation and treatment. Shusterman 
beautifully deploys dual narratives that become increasingly intertwined in this remarkable story. In 
addition to the grounded-in-reality narrative, he introduces another world, where Caden is out at 
sea with the Captain, a girl named Calliope, a parrot, and more. All of these characters eventually 
match real-world counterparts in the hospital and beyond. Haunting, unforgettable, and life 
affirming all at once. (Booklist Starred) *National Book Award Winner UG 308 pages.
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The Darkest Part of 
the Forest

By Holly Black. Fantasy-Magic. In a 
town where humans and fae exist 
side by side, a boy awakes after 
generations of sleep in a glass 
coffin in the woods, causing quite 
a stir.

The people of Fairfold live beside the fairy folk with scant worry and not a little smugness. After 
all, only foolish tourists, lured to town by legend and the beautiful horned prince in the 
unbreakable glass coffin, risk bringing harm to themselves by offending the fae. Hazel and Ben 
Evans, growing up in the woods and left to themselves through the benign neglect of their 
bohemian parents, know differently. As children they stumbled upon a corpse and afterwards began 
hunting the monsters of the forest. Five years later, wounded by heartache, sixteen-year-old Hazel 
barely recognizes her childhood self; now she kisses too many boys in an attempt to repress 
painful memories, while Ben kisses boys in a desperate search for requited love. When the glass 
coffin is discovered shattered and empty, Hazel's memories start breaking open, too, as she 
confronts secrets kept, bargains made, and her feelings for Ben's best friend, Jack, a changeling boy. 
Author Black blends magic with the ordinary world deftly and believably. Like a true fairy tale, 
Black's story weds blinding romance and dark terrors, but her worthy heroes are up to the 
challenge of both. (Horn Book Starred) UG 328 pages. 

Dumplin'

By Julie Murphy. Realistic Fiction. 
Dubbed "Dumplin'" by her former 
beauty queen mom, Willowdean has 
always been at home in her own 
skin.

“I’m fat. It’s not a cuss word. It’s not an insult. At least it’s not when I say it.” Texas resident 
Willowdean “Will” Dickson has always been comfortable with who she is: a cashier at Harpy’s 
Burgers & Dogs, a Dolly Parton fan, and a fat girl. But the attention of Bo, a co-worker she has a 
crush on, makes her feel self-conscious; her insecurities only increase when she decides to enter 
the town’s famous Miss Teen Blue Bonnet beauty pageant to honor her deceased aunt. Plus, her 
pageant-director mom is less than thrilled she’s participating, and Will’s fighting with her best 
friend. Genuine, romantic, and with a dash of Texan charm, this is a novel that celebrates being 
who you are while also acknowledging that it’s incredibly difficult to do. And Will, who triumphs 
without losing an ounce—either in weight or attitude—is a relatable messenger. (Horn Book) 
UG 375 pages.
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Echo*

By Pam Munoz Ryan. Historical 
Fiction. Lost in the Black Forest, 
Otto meets three mysterious sisters 
and finds himself entwined in a 
prophecy, a promise, and a 
harmonica--and decades later three 
children find themselves caught up 
in the same thread of destiny.

A multilayered novel set explores music's healing power. Sweeping across years and place, Ryan's 
full-bodied story is actually five stories. Linking the stories is an ethereal-sounding harmonica first 
introduced in the fairy-tale beginning of the book and marked with a mysterious M. In Nazi 
Germany, 12-year-old Friedrich finds the harmonica in an abandoned building; playing it fills him 
with the courage to attempt to free his father from Dachau. Next, the harmonica reaches two 
brothers in an orphanage in Depression-era Pennsylvania, from which they are adopted by a 
mysterious wealthy woman who doesn't seem to want them. Just after the United States enters 
World War II, the harmonica then makes its way to Southern California in a box of used 
instruments for poor children; as fifth-grader Ivy Lopez learns to play, she discovers she has 
exceptional musical ability. Ryan weaves these stories together, first, with the theme of music--
symbolized by the harmonica--and its ability to empower the disadvantaged and discriminated-
against, and then, at the novel's conclusion, as readers learn the intertwined fate of each story's 
protagonist. (Kirkus Reviews Starred) *Newbery Honor Book MG 585 pages.

Enchanted Air: Two 
Cultures, Two Wings: A 

Memoir

By Margarita Engle. Memoir in 
Verse. In this poetic memoir, 
Margarita Engle, the first Latina 
woman to receive a Newbery 
Honor, tells of growing up as a 
child of two cultures during the 
Cold War.

Reflecting on her childhood in Los Angeles and her Cuban heritage, Engle’s memoir in verse is, 
indeed, nothing short of enchanting. Descriptions of Cuba as a tropical paradise and the home of 
her beloved abuelita come alive in the spare free-verse poems. She evocatively addresses weighty 
issues, such as her mother’s homesickness, being bicultural, the challenge of moving homes and 
schools, the Cuban Revolution, and negotiating an identity that is being torn apart by politics and 
social attitudes at complete odds with her feelings and experiences. With characteristic precision, 
Engle captures a range of emotions and observations salient to a young girl: belonging (to Cuba 
or the U.S.?), daydreaming (about riding a horse), questioning (the absurdity of Cold War politics), 
needing (to run, play, fly), wishing (she could fit in), fear (of FBI agents), and more. (Booklist 
Starred) *Pura Belpre Award Winner *YALSA Award for Excellence in Nonfiction Finalist  MG 192 
pages.
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Everything, Everything*

By Nicola Yoon. Realistic Fiction. 
The story of a teenage girl who is 
literally allergic to the outside 
world. 

Suffering from "bubble baby disease," Madeline has lived for 18 years in a sterile, sealed house 
with her physician mother. Madeline makes the best of life with a compromised immune system by 
playing games with her mother, studying with online tutors, and writing brief spoiler book reviews 
on Tumblr. Her life is turned upside down when a troubled new family moves in next door and 
she sees Olly for the first time. Olly, a white boy "with a pale honey tan" and parcours moves, 
wants to meet her, but Madeline's mother turns him away. Olly perseveres until he gets her email 
address. Madeline--half Japanese, half African-American--chronicles her efforts to get to know Olly 
as she considers risking everything to be with him. Spot art, emails, and instant-messaging 
transcripts add a lively dimension to Madeline's quirky character. Jamaican-American Yoon gives 
readers complex characters and rich dialogue that ranges from humorous to philosophical. This 
heartwarming story transcends the ordinary by exploring the hopes, dreams, and inherent risks of 
love in all of its forms. (Kirkus Reviews Starred) UG 310 pages.

Fantasy League

By Mike Lupica. Sports Fiction. In 
Los Angeles, Charlie's skill at 
fantasy football gains the attention 
of both the local media and the 
owner of a professional football 
team.

Twelve-year-old Charlie "The Brain" Gaines may be an average seventh grader in most respects, 
but he possesses an uncanny knowledge about football teams and a sixth sense about game 
strategy. A so-so linebacker for his own Pop Warner team, the Culver City Cardinals, Charlie would 
much rather be on the sidelines, calling plays along with the coach. Best friend Anna Bretton 
shares Charlie's passion for football, as it is in her blood-her grandfather and uncle own and 
manage the Los Angeles Bulldogs. She invites Charlie to meet Grandpa Joe and Uncle Matt at a 
game, and it isn't long before Gramps is captivated by Charlie's commentary. This will be devoured 
by young football fans, who appreciate intricate game details and won't mind a touch of 
heartwarming sentiment. (School Library Journal) MG 293 pages. 
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The Game of Love   
and Death

By Martha Brockenbrough. Magic 
Realism. In Seattle in 1937 Henry, 
who is white, and Flora, who is 
African-American, become the 
unwitting pawns in a game played 
by two immortal figures, Love and 
Death, where they must choose 
each other at the end, or one of 
them will die.

Love and Death have played many Games through the centuries -- and Death has always won. The 
setting for this particular battle is Depression-era Seattle, and while Love has chosen as his player 
Henry Bishop, a white boy taken in after his parents’ deaths by the wealthy Thorne family and 
raised in privilege and high society, Death has selected a scrappy survivor: Flora Saudade, an 
African American aviatrix who moonlights as a jazz singer. In fact, the two seventeen-year-olds’ 
shared love of music -- Henry is also an accomplished bassist -- inevitably brings them together 
despite the prevailing social stigma of interracial relationships. As the Game unfolds, Love and 
Death assume human identities to be closer to their players. Love becomes James Booth, the 
charismatic “mayor” of the local Hooverville. He begins a secret romantic relationship with Ethan 
Thorne, who has been like a brother to Henry. Death passes herself off as Ethan’s troubled cousin, 
Helen, a rival for Henry’s affections. There is a deliberately archetypal quality to the story, but the 
fully realized setting and characters make this more than just a modern fairy tale. (Horn Book 
Magazine Starred) UG 329 pages.

Game Seven

By Paul Volponi. Sports Fiction. A 
shortstop in Cuba who dreams of 
playing with the pros must choose 
between his country and his father 
who defected to the U.S.

Like so many young people in Cuba, Julio Ramirez breathes baseball. He is likely the best 16-year-
old shortstop in Cuba, but hanging over his future—and his chance to play for the 
Nacionales—is his father, who defected to the U.S. six years earlier and is playing for the Marlins 
in the World Series. Struggling to make ends meet, along with his mother and sister, Julio is 
stunned when the chance to escape to Miami with his uncle and cousin lands in his lap, and he is 
faced with a terribly difficult choice. Volponi once again delivers top-notch sports fare coupled with 
a deeper story of family and fidelity. Volponi’s story explores the danger of emigration on water 
and the challenges of national and personal identity when you hate your homeland. Readers will 
identify with Julio as he juggles dreams, bitterness, and family loyalties in this lyrical, spare novel. 
(Booklist) MG 243 pages.
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George*

By Alex Gino. Realistic Fiction. 
When people look at George, they 
think they see a boy. But she 
knows she's not a boy. She knows 
she's a girl.

Ten-year-old George has a secret. Everyone thinks she is a boy, but inside she knows that she is 
really a girl named Melissa. When her class prepares to mount a dramatic production of Charlotte’s 
Web, George knows that more than anything in the world, she wants to play the part of Charlotte. 
After all, who cares if she plays a girl’s part? Hasn’t her best friend Kelly told her that, in 
Shakespeare’s time, men played all the parts, even those of girls and women? But things aren’t 
that simple, not even when George summons the courage to dramatically show her single-parent 
mom the truth. Gino’s debut novel is a sensitive, insightful portrayal of a transgender child coming 
to terms with gender identity. George is an appealing, thoroughly believable character, and her 
best friend Kelly adds humor and zest to this gentle story. Gino does an excellent job introducing 
factual information into the narrative without impinging upon the accessible and appealing story. 
(Booklist Starred) *Stonewall Book Award Winner MG 195 pages. 

The Ghosts of Heaven  

By Marcus Sedgwick. Science 
Fiction. Four linked stories of 
discovery and survival. 

Similar to Sedgwick's Printz Award-winning Midwinterblood (2013), four stories relate in elusive 
ways. Sedgwick calls these stories "quarters" and encourages readers to experience them in any 
order. If read in the printed order, they begin with the dawn of time in a story of a cave-dwelling 
girl who awakens to the world through the spiral shapes she sees as she gathers magic for her 
people. The second story skips to pre-Enlightenment England and the heartbreaking story of Anna, 
accused of witchcraft. The fictitious journal entries of Dr. James follow as this early-20th-century 
psychiatrist forms an unusual relationship with an asylum patient. The quartet concludes with a 
science-fiction thriller in which Sentinel Keir Bowman, awake only 12 hours every 10 years, 
journeys on a spaceship scouting for new life. What openly draws these stories together is a spiral 
and spinning symbolism that presents itself through vivid details. Together they defy expectations 
as they raise questions about humanity and its connections to the universe and one another. 
Haunting. (Kirkus Reviews Starred) *Printz Honor Book UG 359 pages.
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The Golden Compass*  

By Philip Pullman. Fantasy. 
Accompanied by her daemon, Lyra 
Belacqua sets out to prevent her 
best friend and other kidnapped 
children from becoming the subject 
of gruesome experiments in the 
Far North.

A novel set in London and in the Arctic regions of a world that is somewhat like our own. Lyra,  
an orphan, becomes aware of a plot to steal children and transport them to the far north. As Lyra 
is drawn deeper and deeper into this mystery, she finds that the children are being made to 
suffer terribly. What she does not--and must not--know is that she is the keystone in an ancient 
prophecy. Her destiny is to save her world and to move on into a parallel universe. She discovers 
the identity of her parents, who are major players in the unfolding drama. In Lyra's world, every 
human has a daemon, an animal that is sort of an extension of one's soul. This fact is central to 
the story as the church, the academic world, and the government seek to understand the 
significance of the phenomenon. This is a captivating fantasy, filled with excitement, suspense, and 
unusual characters. There is some fine descriptive writing, filled with the kind of details that 
encourage suspension of disbelief. (School Library Journal) *Andrew Carnegie Medal Winner Fantasy 
399 pages MG-UG.

Goodbye Stranger*

By Rebecca Stead. Realistic Fiction. 
As Bridge makes her way through 
seventh grade on Manhattan's 
Upper West Side with her best 
friends, she finds the answers she 
has been seeking.

Ah, seventh grade! A year when your friends transform inexplicably, your own body and emotions 
perplex you, and the world seems fraught with questions, and the most confusing ones of all 
concern the nature of love. Stead focuses on Bridge Barsamian, her best girlfriends, and her newest 
friend Sherm-a boy who is definitely not her boyfriend (probably). They're navigating the shoals of 
adolescence on Manhattan's Upper West Side. The seventh graders aren't the only characters 
working out relationships. There are married parents and divorced parents and then there's 
Sherm's grandfather who has suddenly left his wife of 50 years and moved to New Jersey. There's 
also a mysterious character whose Valentine's Day is doled out in second-person snippets 
interspersed within the rest of the story. Love is serious, but Stead's writing isn't ponderous. It's 
filled with humor, delightful coincidences, and the sorts of things that escalate in ways that can 
seem life-shattering to a 13-year-old. The author keeps all her balls in the air until she catches 
them safely with ineffable grace. (School Library Journal) MG 289 pages.
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Gracefully Grayson

By Ami Polonsky. Realistic Fiction. 
What if who you are on the 
outside doesn't match who you 
are on the inside?

Grayson, a sixth grader, passes the time doodling and daydreaming about what it would be like to 
go through life as a girl, despite being seen by everyone else as male. Struggling with the total 
isolation that comes with harboring a secret, Grayson keeps people at a distance until Amelia 
moves to town. The two develop a friendship that awakens Grayson's need for companionship and 
acceptance. When that friendship falls apart, Grayson tries out for the female lead in the school 
play as a means of testing out a female persona. Facing abuse and derision from classmates and 
resistance from members of her family, Grayson fights for the right to present her truest self to 
the people around her -- both on and off the stage. Polonsky captures the loneliness of a child 
resigned to disappear rather than be rejected, and then the courageous risk that child eventually 
takes to be seen for who she is. The first-person narration successfully positions readers to 
experience Grayson's confusion, fear, pain, and triumphs as they happen, lending an immediate and 
intimate feel to the narrative. (Horn Book Magazine Starred) MG-UG 243 pages.

Great War: Stories Inspired 
from Objects from the First World 

War, The 

By Various Authors. Short Stories. 
Eleven acclaimed writers draw on 
personal objects to bring the First 
World War to life.

This collection of short stories, with chapters by acclaimed authors is a timely choice. Each tale is 
inspired by actual artifacts from the time (an army helmet, sheet music, a compass) and focus on 
the British participation in the war. In the exceptional "Another Kind of Missing" by A.L. Kennedy, 
a young boy narrates the story of his father who has returned from war with severe facial 
injuries. David Almond's "A World That Has No War in It," tells the story of how writing with a 
soldier's pencil ended a deadly feud between two Irish families. And in Sheena Wilkinson's "Each 
Slow Dusk," a teenage girl realizes she will have to sacrifice her college plans in order to care for 
her wounded brother. Interspersed throughout are haunting illustrations and at the end of the 
compilation are photos and descriptions of the items that inspired the stories. As there are no 
living World War I veterans to tell their stories, this profound collection may be as close as some 
readers will get to truly understanding the emotional devastation of one of the world's bloodiest 
wars. (School Library Journal) MG-UG 289 pages.
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The Hired Girl*

By Laura Amy Schlitz. Historical 
Fiction. Joan, just like the heroines 
in her beloved novels, yearns for 
real life and true love. But what 
hope is there for adventure, 
beauty, or art on a hardscrabble 
farm in Pennsylvania where the 
work never ends?

Desperate for the education her father denies her on their Pennsylvania farm, 14-year-old Joan 
runs away to Baltimore in 1911, where a well-to-do Jewish family hires her to help their 
obstinate, aging housekeeper. Schlitz has crafted another exquisite literary gem, one told entirely 
via Joan's vivid, humorous, and emotionally resonant diary entries over a year and a half. Through 
Joan's naïve perspective, Schlitz frankly discusses class, religion, women's education, art, literature, 
and romance. Joan has trouble reconciling her devout Catholic faith with Judaism, mixing up 
kashrut and even attempting to convert her employers. Yet because Joan is a hard worker, the 
Rosenbachs are forgiving and good to her, even encouraging her to read from their library. Her 
overactive imagination, passions, and impulsive disregard for propriety often get Joan into trouble, 
but these same qualities will endear her to readers everywhere. (Publishers Weekly) *Scott O'Dell 
Award for Historical Fiction Winner *Sydney Taylor Award Winner *National Jewish Book Award 
Winner MG-UG 387 pages.

Illuminae*

By Amie Kaufman and Jay Kristoff. 
Science Fiction. The planet Kerenza 
is attacked, and Kady and Ezra 
find themselves on a space fleet 
fleeing the enemy, while their 
ship's artificial intelligence system 
and a deadly plague may be the 
end of them all.

High-school students Kady and Ezra have just broken up with each other when Kerenza IV, their 
mining outpost planetary home, is suddenly attacked by a rival company using both traditional 
and biological weapons. In the scramble to get off the planet, they are separated, ending up with 
a waning number of Kerenza survivors on two different space vessels that are trying to outrun 
one remaining BeiTech dreadnought; however, Kady and Ezra remain united in their desire to 
escape destruction, exact revenge, and maybe give each other a second chance. Tightly woven and 
suspenseful, this is one long briefing report about the mining colony attack and its aftermath that 
makes innovative use of mission reports, e-mails, texts, ship schematics, dialogue, and other forms 
of communication. Kaufman and Kristoff have created a fast-paced, quasi-political sci-fi thriller that 
is completely unique. The ending, two simple words, sets the stage for the next entry in the 
Illuminae Files, a planned trilogy. (Booklist Starred) UG 599 pages.
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Last Of The Giants: The 
Rise And Fall Of Earth's Most 

Dominant Species*

By Jeff Campbell. Nonfiction. Looks 
at thirteen giant species that once 
dominated the world but who have 
been severely affected by modern 
times, discussing the role of 
humans in their extinction.

Bigger is better—except when it comes to wildlife. Or at least that’s how mankind has reacted 
against giant species, causing what scientists are now calling “the sixth extinction.” Campbell opens 
with an explanation of this widespread wave of extinction and our crisis of coexistence with 
wildlife. He then focuses on 13 giant species that once thrived—until humans arrived. 
Representing a variety of species alive in the modern era (the last 500 years), individual chapters 
are devoted to a range of animals, from lions, tigers, and the California grizzly to the giant 
tortoises of the Indian Ocean, baiji (a river dolphin), and the passenger pigeon. Complemented by 
graphic novel–style illustrations, each chapter looks at what life was like when humans were 
introduced to the animal and the role they had in the animal’s extinction. Campbell is careful, 
however, to place the human activity in its historical context. Emphasizing the connection between 
extinction and conservation throughout, the author also relates how scientists are trying to save 
similar, sub-, and hybrid species of those now extinct. These timely, important, and fascinating 
stories will encourage readers to save all life, no matter its size. (Booklist Starred) UG 271 pages.

Legend

By Marie Lu. Dystopian Fiction. In 
a dark future, when North America 
has split into two warring nations, 
Day, a famous criminal, and 
prodigy June, the brilliant soldier 
hired to capture him, discover that 
they have a common enemy.

A gripping thriller in dystopic future Los Angeles. Fifteen-year-olds June and Day live completely 
different lives in the glorious Republic. June is rich and brilliant, the only candidate ever to get a 
perfect score in the Trials, and is destined for a glowing career in the military. She looks forward 
to the day when she can join up and fight the Republic's treacherous enemies east of the 
Dakotas. Day, on the other hand, is an anonymous street rat, a slum child who failed his own Trial. 
He's also the Republic's most wanted criminal, prone to stealing from the rich and giving to the 
poor. When tragedies strike both their families, the two brilliant teens are thrown into direct 
opposition. In alternating first-person narratives, Day and June experience coming-of-age adventures 
in the midst of spying, theft and daredevil combat. All the flavor of a post-apocalyptic setting--
plagues, class warfare, maniacal soldiers--escalates to greater complexity while leaving space for 
further worldbuilding in the sequel. This is no didactic near-future warning of present evils, but a 
cinematic adventure featuring endearing, compelling heroes. (Kirkus Reviews Starred) UG 305 pages.
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Like No Other

By Una LaMarche. Realistic Fiction. 
Devorah, a young Hasidic Jewish 
girl, and Jaxon, a West Indian boy, 
are trapped together in an 
elevator during a hurricane and 
make a connection. Even though 
their relationship is forbidden, they 
continue to meet.

Jaxon and Devorah inhabit different worlds despite living in the same Brooklyn neighborhood, but 
a fateful combination of a birth, a storm, and an empty stomach trap them together in a hospital 
elevator. For Devorah, who isn't allowed to talk to boys-and forget about non-Jewish black boys-
this is a stressful test of her obedience to her faith, family, and Hasidic community. She doesn't 
want to be a rebel, but she doesn't want to be rude to the friendly boy who is trying everything 
to get them out of the elevator. From Jaxon's point of view, fate has given him the opportunity 
to talk to a beautiful girl who would normally terrify him. As it often goes in these stories, 
Devorah and Jaxon are opposites destined to be star-crossed in love, but the voices and characters 
are fresh and interesting enough to keep readers engaged until the end. LaMarche alternates 
between the two perspectives, prefacing each chapter with a date and time stamp, underlining how 
time expands and contracts in odd ways when one is in love. This is an effective romance with 
light touches of humor and serious drama. (School Library Journal) UG 347 pages.

Lost in the Sun*

By Lisa Graff. Realistic Fiction. A 
touching story about a boy who 
won't let one tragic accident 
define him.

Middle school is tough, but try getting through sixth grade after accidentally killing someone with 
a hockey puck. Such is Trent Zimmerman’s misfortune. Wracked with guilt and anger, he is never 
without his “Book of Thoughts,” the sketchbook where he draws the awful images he can’t get out 
of his brain. Sure that everyone hates him, Trent acts out at school, shuts out friends, and is 
overcome by sweaty panic at the thought of playing sports again. Life is difficult at home, too, 
where his parents’ divorce has resulted in a contentious relationship with his father. Relief comes 
in the eccentric form of Fallon Little, a girl with a mysterious scar and an indomitable spirit. But 
Fallon has her secrets as well. The emotions and motivations coursing through this novel are 
wonderfully complex. Narrated by the moody, sarcastic Trent, the story never buckles beneath his 
troubles, and it finds wings once he can see beyond them. Pranks, The Sandlot reenactments, sports 
talk, and doughnuts are in plentiful supply, adding dashes of levity at the right moments. The 
book’s real magic is found in simple acts like watering plants and learning when to listen and 
when to just tip your head back and scream at the sky. (Booklist Starred) MG-UG 289 pages.
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The Marvels*

By Brian Selznick. Mystery-Historical 
Fiction-Art. Told in two stand-alone 
stories, the first in continuous 
pictures and the second in text. 

Selznick imagines an alternate backstory for a real English tourist attraction, the Dennis Severs' 
House: 10 meticulously curated rooms that suggest what life might have been like for a family of 
Huguenot silk weavers in 18th-century London. The first pages are double-page pencil drawings 
that (almost) wordlessly tell the story of the Marvel family, beginning with a 1766 shipwreck and 
following successive generations as they gain fame in London's theater community. As he did in his 
Caldecott Medal-winning The Invention of Hugo Cabret, Selznick uses a telescoping point of view 
with great success, bringing the audience effortlessly from the general to the specific, from wide 
shot to close-up. The next pages are prose, jumping forward to 1990 when a boy named Joseph 
Jervis has run away from boarding school in search of an uncle he has never met. Uncle Albert, 
who lives in a home maintained in much the same way as the Dennis Severs' House, has been 
reclusive ever since losing his "beloved" to AIDS, but Joseph and the neighbor girl he befriends, 
Frankie, refuse to stay away. A powerful story about creating lasting art and finding family in 
unexpected places. (Publishers Weekly) MG 665 pages.

Monster: a Graphic Novel

Adapted by Guy A. Sims. Graphic 
Novel-Realistic Fiction. While on 
trial as an accomplice to a 
murder, Steve Harmon records his 
experiences in prison and in the 
courtroom in the form of a film 
script as he tries to come to 
terms with the course his life has 
taken.

Walter Dean Myers’ award-winning 1999 novel was a bold experiment in form, telling portions of 
the story in, among other things, a screenplay. Steve Harmon is a burgeoning filmmaker, and his 
interest in cinema shapes his account of being on trial for his role in a robbery that resulted in 
murder. This graphic adaptation is particularly well suited to the tale. Told as a trial with 
flashbacks to the robbery and moments in the lives of those affected, Sims’ adaptation, aided by 
Anyabwile’s ingenious black-and-white comic-book-style sequential art, perfectly captures the natural 
suspense of a courtroom drama. Using panels like a filmstrip, Sims and Anyabwile achieve several 
remarkably cinematic effects: alternating grids and splash pages captures the tension between close-
up and long shots; the use of jittery lettering and uneven word balloons injects deeper anxiety 
into the “sound design”; having a jury view the events recounted in testimony as a movie 
audience creates incisive visual metaphors. Though this graphic adaptation requires close and 
focused attention to unpack at times, the superbly rewarding format serves to powerfully 
emphasize Myers’ themes of perspective and the quest to see one’s self clearly. (Booklist Starred) 
UG 154 pages.
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More Happy Than Not

By Adam Silvera. Realistic Fiction. 
In the months after his father's 
suicide, it's been tough for Aaron 
to find happiness again--but he's 
still hoping for it.

In a Bronx neighborhood of the near future, it's no secret that at least one person has taken 
advantage of the Leteo Institute's new medical procedure that promises "cutting-edge memory-
relief." Reeling from his father's suicide, there are lots of things that Aaron Soto would like to 
forget--the smile-shaped scar on his own wrist attests to that. Puerto Rican Aaron meets a boy 
named Thomas from a neighboring project who shares his love of comic books and fantasy fiction. 
The two develop a friendship that makes Aaron wonder if he's gay, leading to a breakup with his 
girlfriend. When Thomas doesn't reciprocate, Aaron considers the Leteo procedure for himself. This 
novel places a straightforward concept--what if you could erase unwanted memories?--squarely 
within an honest depiction of the pains of navigating the teen years and upends all expectations 
for a plot resolution. Debut author Silvera has an ear for dialogue and authentic voices. He 
scatters references to his characters' various ethnicities in an unforced manner. A brilliantly 
conceived page-turner. (Kirkus Reviews Starred) UG 295 pages. 

Most Dangerous: Daniel 
Ellsberg and the Secret History of 

the Vietnam War*

By Steve Sheinkin. Narrative 
Nonfiction. The story of Daniel 
Ellsberg and his decision to steal 
and publish secret documents 
about America's involvement in the 
Vietnam War. 

With the timing and prowess of a writer of thrillers, Sheinkin takes on a spectacularly complex 
story: how Daniel Ellsberg evolved from a committed “cold warrior” to an antiwar activist, and why 
and how he leaked the Pentagon Papers—“seven thousand pages of documentary evidence of 
lying, by four presidents and their administrations over twenty-three years”—which led to the 
Watergate Scandal, the fall of the Nixon administration, and, finally, the end of the Vietnam War. 
From the very beginning, Sheinkin demonstrates the human drama unfolding behind the scenes; the 
secrecy surrounding White House and Pentagon decisions; the disconnect between the public and 
private statements of our nation’s leaders. Throughout, readers will find themselves confronted by 
large, timely questions: Can we trust our government? How do we know? How much secrecy is too 
much? The enormous amount of incorporated primary-source documentation means not only that 
readers know much more than ordinary U.S. citizens did at the time but that every conversation 
and re-enacted scene feels immediate and compelling. (Horn Book Magazine) *YALSA Award for 
Excellence in Nonfiction Winner *National Book Award Finalist MG-UG 370 pages.
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My Seneca Village

By Marilyn Nelson. Poetry-Historical 
Fiction. A collection of poems 
revives the long lost community of 
Seneca Village, the settlement that 
preceded Central Park. 

Newbery and multi-Coretta Scott King honoree Nelson  re-creates Seneca Village, a path-breaking 
19th-century Manhattan community that included the first significant assemblage of African-
American property owners living alongside Irish and German immigrants. In a series of poems, 
Nelson constructs the lives of more than 30 characters based on names found in census records. 
Their story is at once celebratory and tragic, highlighting the struggles and triumphs of this 
transformative moment as dirt-poor Irish immigrants escape the potato famine of 1845, German 
immigrants struggle to make it in the New World, and African-Americans negotiate the transition 
from slavery to freedom and property ownership. This incredibly integrated society comes to an 
end when the city executes powers of eminent domain to create Central Park. Nelson chooses 
prose narrative to connect these 40-some lyric fictional portraits. Artfully crafted, an engrossing 
and important collection of memories and moments from a pivotal time in American 
history. (Kirkus Reviews Starred) *L.A. Times Book Prize Winner MG-UG 87 pages.

The Nest

By Kenneth Oppel. Horror Fiction. 
When wasps come to Steve in a 
dream offering to fix his sick baby 
brother, he thinks all he has to do 
is say yes. But yes may not mean 
what Steve thinks it means. 

Steven’s parents just had a baby, Theo, but there’s something wrong with him, and worry and 
sadness fall over his family. Meanwhile, a papery wasp’s nest appears under the house, and Steven 
starts to dream of an angelic wasp who promises to fix whatever’s wrong with the baby. At first, 
Steven is comforted by the wasp’s soft assurances. But the wasp’s plans grow more and more 
sinister, until they turn shockingly ugly. In Steven’s restrained present-tense, first-person narrative, 
the wasp’s dreadful plan slowly creeps into view, while Steven becomes increasingly determined to 
protect Theo, even though it would be easier for everyone if he weren’t sick or broken. The 
brilliance of Oppel’s storytelling lies in his ability to seamlessly integrate the wasp’s cruel beliefs 
about worthiness into Steven’s own fears about himself. Steven, who has a therapist to deal with 
his anxiety, believes he, too, is broken, and it isn’t until he understands the grotesque lengths to 
which the wasps plan to go that he accepts Theo—and himself—for all his imperfections. With 
subtle, spine-chilling horror at its heart, this tale of triumph over monsters—both outside and 
in—is outstanding. (Booklist Starred) MG 244 pages.
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Nimona*

By Noelle Stevenson. Graphic Novel-
Fantasy. Lord Ballister Blackheart 
seeks to bring down the Institution 
of Law Enforcement and Heroics 
with the aid of his new 
shapeshifting sidekick Nimona.

Ballister Blackheart -- ex-knight and current supervillain -- is focused on the destruction of the 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Heroics. He also wouldn’t mind getting even with Sir Ambrosius 
Goldenloin, a knight-school acquaintance who shot off Blackheart’s right arm. Just as Blackheart’s 
plans are coming to fruition, plucky young shapeshifter Nimona shows up on his doorstep claiming 
to be his new sidekick. As effective an accomplice as Nimona turns out to be, Blackheart, who 
finds killing “vulgar,” must rein in her powers due to her blasé attitude about human life and her 
great love for all things explosive. Stevenson’s setting -- a medieval-type kingdom mixed with 
futuristic science…and zombie movies on TV -- entertainingly tweaks both the science-fiction and 
fantasy genres, while her unpolished artistic style creates a dangerous mood with a hint of 
adventure. The character of Nimona is quick to anger, carelessly violent, and uninterested in the 
morals of revolution; she’s beautifully flawed and refreshingly unstereotypical in a book that is 
both darkly witty and surprisingly touching. And Nimona is a protagonist to both love and fear. 
(Horn Book Magazine Starred) *National Book Award Finalist MG 296 pages.

Notorious RBG: The Life 
and Times of Ruth 
Bader Ginsburg 

By Irin Carmon & Shana Knizhnik. 
Biography.  Profiles the life of 
feminist pioneer and Supreme 
Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg 
and her fight for gender equality 
and civil rights.

Rejoice! This is the year to celebrate the remarkable accomplishments of U.S. Supreme Court Justice 
Ruth Bader Ginsburg (RBG), affectionately known as the "Notorious RBG." This eponymous-and 
humorous-book is the third recent publication providing biographical information and paying 
tribute to Ginsburg's Supreme Court opinions, with special attention to her famous-and influential-
dissents. Coauthors Carmon, an MSNBC journalist who has interviewed RBG, and Knizhnik, recent 
alumna of New York University School of Law and creator of the Notorious R.B.G. Tumblr blog, 
bring a fresh, appropriately irreverent perspective to scholarship about the justice. In fact, this 
book is not at all scholarly-and this is a major asset. Rather, taking its chapter headings from the 
lyrics of late rapper Notorious B.I.G., it provides bare-bones biographical narrative and excerpts 
from a selection of Ginsburg's seminal opinions, while inserting cartoons, photos, poetry, and even 
opera lyrics. The brief, cogent excerpts from her court opinions are annotated in plain language by 
prominent legal academics. (Library Journal) UG 227 pages.
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Orbiting Jupiter*

By Gary D. Schmidt. Realistic 
Fiction. Jack tells the gripping 
story of Joseph, who joins his 
family as a foster child.   

Jackson Hurd's family has taken in a new foster child, and Jackson will have to find the meanings 
of love and loyalty as he befriends his foster brother. Joseph Brook looks like an average eighth-
grader at Eastham Middle School, but he's not. He became a father at age 13, spent time in juvie, 
and has an abusive father. Living with Jack's family on their Maine farm could mean a normal life 
for him, but he is obsessed with finding Jupiter, the daughter he's not allowed to see. He finds 
love within Jack's family and support from some teachers at school--including Coach Swieteck, 
whom some readers might remember from Okay for Now (2011)--who appreciate his skills in math 
and gymnastics, but one teacher warns Jack of Joseph's bad influence, and other students call 
Joseph "Psycho." Schmidt writes with an elegant simplicity in this paean to the power of love. But 
there's a snake in the garden--Joseph's father--and it is the uncoiling of fate, rooted in the tale 
from the beginning, that leads to the novel's conclusion. Readers will not soon forget either Joseph 
Brook or this spare novel written with love and grace. (Kirkus Reviews Starred) MG-UG 183 pages.

Out of Darkness

By Ashley Hope Perez. Historical 
Fiction. Loosely based on a school 
explosion that took place in Texas 
in 1937, this is the story of two 
teenagers: Naomi, who is Mexican, 
and Wash, who is black, and their 
dealings with race, segregation, 
love, and the forces that destroy 
people.

The tale's layered plot begins with a prologue set hours after an actual deadly U.S. school disaster 
in New London, TX in March 1937. Readers are plunged into the grief and horror of the moment 
long enough to meet important protagonists and wonder at the event before being transported 
back to September 1936. From this point, the book focuses primarily on Naomi, a 15-year-old of 
Mexican heritage, and her younger biracial twin half-siblings. Recent arrivals from San Antonio, the 
children are all living with the twins' white father, and Naomi is forced to navigate the racially 
divided oil-mining town, learn to run a household, and to face her increasing interest in an African 
American youth. The insertion of black-and-white photos and stark black pages interrupt the 
narrative much like the metaphoric explosions in the lives of the diverse protagonists. Additionally, 
an increased use of white space leading to the book's climax seems to slow, and almost stop time. 
This book presents a range of human nature, from kindness and love to acts of racial and sexual 
violence. The work resonates with fear, hope, love, and the importance of memory. (School Library 
Journal) *Printz Honor Book UG 402 pages.
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Paper Hearts

By Meg Wiviott. Historical Fiction 
in Verse. Amid the brutality of 
Auschwitz during the Holocaust, a 
forbidden gift helps two teenage 
girls find hope, friendship, and the 
will to live.

Wiviott begins this affecting novel in verse at the gates of the Auschwitz death camp. The 
fictionalized story is based upon true events and focuses on a group of young women who were 
forced to work at the munitions factory at the camp. Readers meet Zlatka and Fania, the two 
main characters, who become best friends. Along with them are many other young girls caught in 
this dehumanizing web. It is a small but incredibly courageous act of kindness and defiance that 
gives the book its title; Zlatka and the girls create a card for Fania's 20th birthday. Though the 
girls lose their families, identities, dreams, and youth, each finds through the others comfort and 
the will to survive. Along with the depiction of the daily horrors of the camp, there are memories 
of a past, rich Jewish life filled with caring families, religious traditions, words from scripture, and 
other reminders of a time when normal life was joyful. In a postscript, the author details what is 
historical fact and what is fictionalized. A beautifully told true story about brave young women 
who refused to be victims and walked out of Auschwitz with their heads unbowed. (School Library 
Journal) MG-UG 337 pages.

The Porcupine of Truth

By Bill Konigsberg. Realistic Fiction. 
An epic road trip involving family 
history, gay history, the girlfriend 
the hero can't have, the 
grandfather he never knew, 
and the Porcupine of Truth.

A straight, white wisecracking atheist from New York City finds both his mind and heart opened 
when he spends a summer in Billings, Montana, with his estranged, dying father. On his first day in 
Billings, Carson meets Aisha, a fellow wisecracker from one of the few black families in Billings. 
Aisha's religious Christian father has kicked her out of their home for being a lesbian. Carson 
impulsively offers her a place to stay, and his mother and father reluctantly agree. The four of 
them sharing a home--Carson, Aisha, Carson's mother, who communicates almost exclusively in 
therapy-speak, and Carson's father, sometimes bitter, sometimes vulnerable, usually drunk--could fill 
a book on its own. But when Carson and Aisha discover evidence that Carson's grandfather, who 
disappeared when Carson's father was a child, might be findable, the two embark on a far-
reaching road trip. The mystery of Carson's grandfather is resolved with bittersweet thoroughness, 
and Aisha's storyline comes to a hopeful, if also painful, resolution of its own. Equal parts funny 
and profound. (Kirkus Reviews) UG 325 pages.
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Red Queen

By Victoria Aveyard. Dystopian 
Fiction. In a world divided by 
blood--those with common, Red 
blood serve the Silver-blooded 
elite, who are gifted with 
superhuman abilities-- Mare, a Red, 
discovers she has an ability of her 
own.

Mare Barrow is many things: a sister, a fighter, a thief. She is also a Red, a lower caste in a 
fantastical society split by blood color. Silvers are the elite ruling class whose blood gives them 
magical powers, while Red bloods are born to serve and are often conscripted to fight in a distant 
war. Mare resigns herself to the war, until a chance encounter lands her in front of the Silver 
court and she discovers she has powers of her own, an unheard-of phenomenon in a Red. To cover 
this up, the Silver monarchs claim Mare as a lost Silver princess, and she soon finds herself caught 
up in a world of politics, betrayal, and rebellion. First-time author Aveyard has created a volatile 
world with a dynamic heroine, and while there are moments of romance, they refreshingly take a 
backseat to the action. Anticipation is already high for this debut, and with the movie rights 
already acquired and two sequels to come, it will likely only grow. (Booklist) UG 388 pages.

The Rest of Us Just 
Live Here

By Patrick Ness. Fantasy-Humor. 
What if you aren't the Chosen 
One? The one who's supposed to 
fight the zombies, or the soul-
eating ghosts, or whatever the 
heck this new thing is, with the 
blue lights and the death?

In this highly satiric exploration of the "chosen one" genre, an incredibly normal group of friends 
are approaching the end of high school and their parting of ways. Mikey is just trying to get 
through the year and hopefully ask his longtime crush to the prom. Similarly, each person in 
Mikey's close-knit circle of friends is battling a myriad of highly relatable issues: jealousy, various 
insecurities, and dysfunctional family relationships. The beginning of each chapter also contains an 
update in the concurrent story line centering on the "indie kids." These are Mikey and his pals' 
extraordinary peers, those from exceptional families who are exclusively chosen whenever there is a 
supernatural occurrence. They've fought off zombies and fallen in love with vampires, and now 
they're being targeted by the Immortals, a mysterious group looking for a permanent Vessel. In the 
end, Mikey and his friends come to grips with the ways in which they are both ordinary and 
extraordinary. This is a highly ambitious novel with an original concept, and the five main 
characters are all dealing with issues that will resonate with teens. (School Library Journal) UG 
317 pages. 
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Roller Girl

By Victoria Jamieson. Graphic Novel-
Realistic Fiction-Sports. An 
adventure about a girl who 
discovers roller derby right as she 
and her best friend are growing 
apart.

One summer changes everything for two 12-year-old girls whose friendship is tested when their 
interests--and attitudes--diverge. Astrid and Nicole have been BFFs truly forever. When the girls go 
to the roller derby one night, Astrid is immediately hooked and jumps at the chance to attend a 
roller-derby camp, skating alongside the tough, dyed girls. Nicole, however, who's passionate about 
ballet, decides not to follow along with Astrid, creating the first real rift the girls have known. The 
two quickly make new friends in their new circles: Astrid with her roller-derby cohorts and Nicole 
with the popular ballet crowd. As Astrid navigates the rough-and-tumble sport she's fallen in love 
with (and the bumps and bruises that come with it), she must also deal with what happens when 
friends just stop being friends and grow apart. Jamieson captures this snapshot of preteen angst 
with a keenly decisive eye, brilliantly juxtaposing the nuances of roller derby with the twists and 
turns of adolescent girls' friendships. Clean, bright illustrations evince the familiar emotions and 
bring the pathos to life in a way that text alone could not. (Kirkus Reviews Starred) *Newbery 
Honor Book MG 239 pages. 

The Sacred Lies of 
Minnow Bly

By Stephanie Oakes. Action 
Adventure Fiction. A handless teen 
escapes from a cult, only to find 
herself in juvenile detention and 
suspected of knowing who 
murdered her cult leader. 

A girl who has just escaped a destructive cult after her hands were cut off lives in juvenile 
detention, found guilty of assault, a crime she indeed did commit. Minnow was taken at a young 
age to live with her family in an extreme cult called the Community. The Prophet rules through 
fear, inflicting sadistic punishments for any infraction. Girls are kept illiterate, and polygyny is the 
order of the day. In the woods, she meets Jude, to whom she is drawn even though he is an 
outsider and forbidden. Jude tries to teach her to read, but he too has been kept in ignorance. 
While in juvenile detention, however, her savvy cellmate, Angel, introduces her to the world of 
science. Minnow learns to read and discovers that, although she believes she'll be sent to the adult 
prison, she would like to learn much more. Oakes uses flashbacks to slowly unveil the major plot--
how Minnow lost her hands and the aftermath--as she follows Minnow's life in prison. The 
absurdity and cruelty of the cult and its Prophet also slowly come to light, all occurring as 
Minnow herself begins to find her own way. (Kirkus Reviews) UG 396 pages.
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Samurai Rising: the Epic 
Life of Minamoto Yoshitsune*

By Pamela Turner. Narrative 
Nonfiction. Chronicles the life and 
career of samurai Minamoto 
Yoshitsune, discussing his exile as a 
child, running away as a teenager, 
becoming a military genius. 

With more beheadings than you can shake a katana at, this account of the life of 12th century 
samurai Minamoto Yoshitsune is pure excitement. Turner plumbs the archives to figure out who 
Yoshitsune—the man who redefined the samurai—really was. Beginning in 1160, her account 
describes the clan rivalry between the Minamotos and the Taira, particularly Yoshitsune’s father’s 
failed power grab, which lost him his head and tipped the scales to favor the Taira. Yoshitsune was 
sent to a Buddhist monastery, but as a teenager, he snuck away to pursue a warrior’s life and 
seek revenge. Throughout, Turner uses modern language and points of reference to draw 
meaningful comparisons to historic events. In short, fast-moving chapters, readers witness the 
rebellious, brave Yoshitsune’s formative battles, rise to fame, and eventual fall in 1189, while 
gaining an understanding of the changing role of samurai in Japanese society. Every bit as exciting 
as fiction, Yoshitsune’s saga is supported with extensive chapter notes, a time line, a character list, 
and an explanation of how Turner recreated his world. Kids who think history is boring will lose 
their heads over this one. (Booklist Starred) MG-UG 236 pages.

Shadowshaper*

By Daniel José Older. Fantasy. 
When the murals painted on the 
walls of her Brooklyn 
neighborhood start to change and 
fade in front of her, Sierra 
Santiago realizes that something 
strange is going on--then she 
discovers her Puerto Rican family 
are shadowshapers.

When Sierra’s grandfather warns her to finish her mural because “the paintings are fading,” she is 
puzzled, but the only person willing to help her find answers is talented artist Robbie, and even 
he is reticent. Determined, Sierra finally learns the truth: her grandfather was a powerful 
shadowshaper, able to animate art with the spirit of a departed soul, and now anthropologist Dr. 
Wick is trying to steal these powers for himself. Apart from being an awesome power, 
shadowshaping becomes a resonant metaphor for the importance of cultural heritage, as Puerto 
Rican Sierra and Haitian Robbie draw on and amplify their ancestors’ spirits, and their primary 
concern is keeping their honorable tradition alive in their community. Older’s world building echoes 
that, too, weaving in timely commentary on gentrification, cultural appropriation, and even the 
shifting social mores of immigrant communities. Even if readers don’t recognize Older’s crafty 
commentary, they will find plenty to like in the unique fantasy elements, entertainingly well-
wrought characters, and cinematic pacing. Smart writing with a powerful message that never 
overwhelms the terrific storytelling. (Booklist Starred) UG 297 pages.
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Simon vs. the Homo 
Sapiens Agenda

By Becky Albertalli. Realistic Fiction. 
Not-so-openly-gay Simon Spier is 
blackmailed into playing wingman 
for his classmate or else his sexual 
identity--and that of his pen pal--
will be revealed.

Simon’s pretty sure no one will be upset when he comes out as gay. Though he lives in Georgia 
and kids at his high school can be cruel, his friends and family are all very accepting. But 
announcing that he likes guys is still a huge transformation. That’s why he is so spooked when 
classmate Martin stumbles on secret, flirty e-mails Simon has been sending to Blue, a mysterious 
boy at his school, and gently threatens to reveal his secret. As the e-mail correspondence heats up, 
however, Simon is less concerned with keeping his sexuality a secret than he is with meeting the 
enchanting Blue. For Simon, coming out is less about negative repercussions as it is about what 
such a statement will change. After telling everyone he is gay, will he still be the same Simon? 
Though Martin’s blackmail threats and Simon’s romance with Blue are pivotal, compelling plot 
points, Albertalli shrewdly gives much more weight to Simon’s emotional journey. Simon’s worries 
will resonate with many readers coming to terms with something new about themselves. Albertalli’s 
sensitive, incisive novel expertly gets at the complexity of identity, the difficulty of change, and the 
importance of growth. (Booklist Starred) *William C. Morris Award Winner UG 303 pages.

Six of Crows

By Leigh Bardugo. Fantasy. Six 
dangerous outcasts. One impossible 
heist. Kaz's crew is the only thing 
that might stand between the 
world and destruction--if they 
don't kill each other first.

Bardugo has created a wildly imaginative story of six young people who have been commissioned 
to pull off the greatest heist of all time. They are to nab the creator of jurda parem, a highly 
addictive product that enhances the innate paranormal powers of the Grisha peoples, in the hopes 
of creating weapons of war that will upset the balance of power and destroy the economies of 
rival governments. Kaz, the hero of the story and mastermind of the plot, recruits five others to 
aid in his quest for revenge for the loss of his brother and the promise of vast wealth. Taking 
what could have been stock characters of young adult fiction-the loner, the rebel, the outcast, and 
the con artist, the author has fashioned fully fleshed out, dynamic protagonists who will engage 
and enchant readers. (School Library Journal) MG-UG 465 pages.
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Soar*

By Joan Bauer. Fiction-Sports. 
Moving to Ohio, when his adoptive 
father accepts a temporary job, 
Jeremiah, a heart transplant 
recipient, has sixty days to find a 
baseball team to coach.

Sports, friendship, tragedy, and a love connection are all wrapped up in one heartwarming, page-
turning story. Jeremiah lives and breathes baseball and wants nothing more than to be a 
professional player, but when he learns that he suffers from a severe heart condition, his dreams 
are put on hold. Soon after he and his single father move to a town that is something of a 
baseball capital, the entire community is shaken by the death of a beloved school baseball player-
and a town scandal that is revealed in the aftermath. Jeremiah finds himself coaching and bringing 
baseball back to the local middle school and ends up motivating the entire town. When he and 
his father are faced with having to leave their new town behind, Jeremiah has to deal with the 
possibility of also leaving his heart in the very place that helped to make it stronger. This coming-
of-age tale features a boy who is courageous and witty; readers-baseball fans or otherwise-will 
cheer on Jeremiah and this team. (School Library Journal) MG 296 pages. 

A Song for Ella Grey

By David Almond. Fiction-Mythology. 
A modern take on the myth of 
Orpheus and Eurydice set in 
Northern England.

Award-winning British novelist Almond mines the tragic Greek myth of Orpheus and Eurydice in 
this modern-day love story, told in the voice of Claire Wilkinson, a 17-year-old poet. Claire loves 
her childhood friend Ella Grey, and they are "young and bright and free" with their kisses and 
sleepovers until..."Ha!" Everything changes one spring day when Claire encounters Orpheus, a wild, 
black-haired, lyre-playing wanderer in a purple coat and Doc Martens, on Northumberland's 
Bamburgh Beach. Claire calls Ella on her cellphone from the boozy bacchanalian beach party so 
her friend can hear the mesmerizing songs that Orpheus plays and soon wishes she hadn't. When 
Orpheus sings for Ella Grey, she falls madly in love with him, sight unseen. The rest of the tale 
mirrors the myth. Almond brings his hypnotic lyricism to this darkly romantic tale that sings of 
the madness of youth, the ache of love, and the near-impossibility of grasping death. (Kirkus 
Reviews) UG 268 pages.
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Stella by Starlight*

By Sharon Draper. Historical 
Fiction. When a burning cross set 
by the Klan causes panic and fear 
in 1932 North Carolina, Stella 
must face prejudice and find the 
strength to demand change in her 
segregated town.

Coretta Scott King Award winner Draper draws inspiration from her grandmother's journal to tell 
the absorbing story of a young girl growing up in Depression-era, segregated North Carolina. One 
frightening night Stella and her brother Jojo witness a meeting of the Ku Klux Klan, practically in 
their own backyard. This meeting is the signal of trouble to come to the black community of 
Bumblebee. The townspeople must come together to find strength and protection to face the 
injustices all around them. This is an engrossing historical fiction novel with an amiable and 
humble heroine who does not recognize her own bravery or the power of her words. She provides 
inspiration not only to her fellow characters but also to readers who will relate to her and her 
situation. Storytelling at its finest. (School Library Journal) MG 320 pages.

Symphony for the City 
of the Dead: Dmitri 

Shostakovich and the Siege of 
Leningrad

By M.T. Anderson. Narrative 
Nonfiction. An account of the Siege 
of Leningrad reveals the role 
played by Russian composer Dmitri 
Shostakovich and his Leningrad 
Symphony in rallying and 
commemorating their fellow 
citizens.

Dmitri Shostakovich was witness to an almost overwhelming number of changes and 
transformations in his native Russia. From the rise of Communism under Lenin to Stalin’s Great 
Terror and, perhaps most monumentally, the Siege of Leningrad, the Russian composer was there, 
often drawn dangerously close to the clutches of Stalin’s seemingly random rage. All the while, he 
defiantly wrote moving, galvanizing music. In his first book-length work of nonfiction, Anderson 
skillfully interweaves details from Shostakovich’s life into pivotal historical moments, particularly 
Russia’s role in WWII, brilliantly elucidating some of the more puzzling parts of Russian history. In 
a gripping narrative, helped by ample photos and shockingly accurate historical details, Anderson 
offers readers a captivating account of a genius composer and the brutally stormy period in which 
he lived. (Booklist Starred) *YALSA Award for Excellence in Nonfiction Finalist  UG 456 pages.
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The Thing About 
Jellyfish

By Ali Benjamin. Realistic Fiction. 
Suzy Swanson wades through her 
intense grief over the loss of her 
best friend by investigating the 
rare jellyfish she is convinced was 
responsible for her friend's death.

Suzy lost her longtime best friend twice: first at the beginning of sixth grade, when Franny shifted 
away from her and into a clique of “pretty girls,” and irrevocably during the following summer, 
when Franny drowned at the beach. Entering seventh grade and burdened by painful memories 
that she can neither express nor forget, Suzy almost entirely stops talking for many months. She 
becomes fascinated with jellyfish and intent on linking Franny’s drowning to a sting. Unable to 
connect meaningfully with those who are closest to her, she secretly, meticulously plans a trip to 
Australia to consult a jellyfish specialist in hopes of finding answers to her questions about 
Franny’s death. In the end, though, a conversation closer to home offers what she needs in order 
to deal with the experience, forgive herself, and move forward. Science minded and fascinated by 
facts, Suzy is intellectually able to see the big picture but limited in her life experience. Her highly 
individual first-person narrative makes compelling reading. Facts and metaphors related to jellyfish 
are woven seamlessly into the narrative of this memorable story. An uncommonly fine first novel. 
(Booklist Starred) *National Book Award Finalist MG-UG 343 pages.

The Unlikely Hero of 
Room 13B

By Teresa Toten. Realistic Fiction. 
Adam not only is trying to 
understand his OCD, while trying 
to balance his relationship with his 
divorced parents, but he's also 
trying to navigate through the 
issues that teenagers normally 
face.

What would it feel like to wake up normal? It's a question most people would never have cause 
to ask--and the one 14-year-old Adam Spencer Ross longs to have answered. Life is already 
complicated enough for Adam, but when Robyn Plummer joins the Young Adult OCD Support Group 
in room 13B, Adam falls fast and hard. Having long assumed the role of protector to those he 
loves, Adam immediately knows that he must do everything he can to save her. The trouble is, 
Robyn isn't the one who needs saving. Adam's desperate need to protect everyone he loves--his 
broken mother, a younger half brother with OCD tendencies, and the entire motley crew of Room 
13B--nearly costs him everything. Adam's first-person account of his struggle to cope with the 
debilitating symptoms of OCD while navigating the complexities of everyday teen life is achingly 
authentic. Much like Adam, readers will have to remind themselves to breathe as he performs his 
ever worsening OCD rituals. Yet Toten does a masterful job bringing Adam to life without ever 
allowing him to become a one-dimensional poster boy for a teen suffering from mental 
illness. (Kirkus Reviews Starred) *Schneider Family Book Award Winner MG-UG 289 pages.
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Untwine*

By Edwidge Danticat. Realistic 
Fiction. Identical twin teenagers 
Giselle and Isabelle have always 
been inseparable, and expected to 
stay that way --but when the 
entire family is in a car crash, 
everyone's world is shattered 
forever.

Identical twins Isabelle and Giselle were born with their fingers entwined and the doctors had to 
separate them, digit by digit. Now at 16, their parents are separated and the twins are developing 
their own interests and friends. As the unhappy family is running late to Isabelle's orchestra 
concert, the two are once again holding hands when a red minivan hits their SUV. For several 
days, the doctors and Aunt Leslie think Giselle is the twin who died and call her Isabelle, and 
Giselle, trapped in a coma, cannot tell them who she is. Unable to move, Giselle travels through 
her memory of friends, family, and mostly of Isabelle as she decides whether to let go of her twin 
and return to life or to stay in her vegetative state. Haitian-born Danticat shines in this young 
adult novel that at times seems to move into the supernatural and mystical before yanking 
readers back into realism. A bit mystery, a bit romance, even a touch of humor, the strong writing 
leads readers on a journey through Giselle's past, a journey she must take before she can face the 
present-and the future without Isabelle. (School Library Journal) MG-UG 303 pages.

Uprooted*

By Naomi Novik. Fantasy. Agnieszka 
loves her valley home, her quiet 
village, the forests and the bright 
shining river. But the corrupted 
Wood stands on the border, full of 
malevolent power, and its shadow 
lies over her life.

Novik swaps the fire-breathing dragons of her Temeraire series for a dragon of another sort in her 
newest fantasy. In the village of Dvernik, the powerful wizard Sarkan (“the Dragon”) keeps the 
nearby Wood’s dark forces at bay. As payment, he takes a 17-year-old village girl to be his servant 
every 10 years, which is how dirt-smudged Agnieszka ends up locked in his tower. Though she 
loses her freedom, she also discovers she is a witch. Her magic lessons with Sarkan are soon 
interrupted as the Wood begins encroaching on villages, spreading illness and death. Throwing 
caution to the wind, Agnieszka takes on its horrors, aided by Sarkan, but are they strong enough 
to defeat such deeply rooted corruption? Novik’s atmospheric tale blends folklore, magic, danger, 
and a pinch of romance into an enthralling narrative; however, it is the headstrong Agnieszka who 
drives the story. Readers will not falter in their devotion to this inspiring, yet down-to-earth hero 
as she takes enormous risks and carves her own place in the world. (Booklist) UG 438 pages.
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The Walls Around Us

By Nova Ren Suma. Paranormal 
Fiction. Orianna and Violet are 
ballet dancers and best friends, but 
when the ballerinas who have been 
harassing Violet are murdered, 
Orianna is accused of the crime 
and sent to a juvenile detention 
center where she meets Amber and 
they experience supernatural events 
linking the girls together.

This haunting tale of magical realism immerses readers in two settings that seem worlds apart. 
The book is told in the alternating first-person voices of two teenagers: lonely Amber, who at age 
13 was convicted of murdering her abusive stepfather and sent to Aurora Hills, a juvenile 
detention facility, and Vee, an insecure yet ruthlessly ambitious Julliard-bound ballerina. Through 
Vee's and Amber's recollections, readers learn about talented, kind-hearted Ori, Vee's former best 
friend and a dancer herself, who after being convicted of a heinous crime is sent to Aurora Hills, 
where she becomes Amber's roommate-and where soon after a strange tragedy occurs. Though the 
plotting of this taut, gripping suspense leans heavily on ghosts and murder, this is no mere thriller. 
The prose is mesmerizing, laced with visceral, gorgeous figurative language, and draws subtle 
parallels between the disciplined, constricting world of ballet and the literal prison in which Amber 
and Ori find themselves. Suma's unflinchingly honest depiction of the potentially destructive force 
of female friendship, skillful blending of gritty realism with supernatural elements, plus the eerie 
mood she evokes is unnervingly potent. (School Library Journal) UG 323 pages.

Written in the Stars

By Aisha Saeed. Realistic Fiction. 
Naila's vacation to visit relatives in 
Pakistan turns into a nightmare 
when she discovers her parents 
want to force her to marry a man 
she's never met.

A Pakistani-American teen, caught between two cultures, finds herself at risk of losing her 
independence to a deceptively arranged marriage. Seventeen-year-old Naila just wants to be a 
normal high school girl who goes to soccer games and dances. But her immigrant parents have 
strict rules about where and how she spends her time and with whom--and that does not include 
contact with boys. When they discover that Naila has slipped off to the school prom with her 
secret Pakistani-American boyfriend, Saif, her parents appear on the dance floor to take her home. 
Soon after, in lieu of attending graduation and going to college, she is whisked away to Pakistan 
for a thorough introduction to her roots. Readers will be drawn into Naila's trials and tribulations 
as she navigates the reality of her new life in Pakistan and explores what inner resources she 
needs to change her fate. A competent narrative that sheds light on the difficult phenomenon of 
forced marriage, still prevalent in many cultures around the world and often shrouded in silence. 
(Kirkus Reviews) UG 284 pages. 
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X*

By Ilyasah Shabazz and Kekla 
Magoon. Historical Fiction. Cowritten 
by Malcolm X's daughter, this 
riveting and revealing novel follows 
the formative years of the man 
whose words and actions shook 
the world.

Shabazz, Malcolm X’s third daughter, and YA author Magoon (Fire in the Streets, How It Went 
Down) team up to present a vivid, immediate fictionalized portrait of the civil rights activist and 
the forces that shaped him. Readers are immersed in young Malcolm’s world, from his fractured 
and tragic Depression-era childhood in Lansing, Michigan, through his heady teen years in Boston 
and Harlem, through his conviction and imprisonment for larceny, ending with his conversion to 
Islam in his mid-twenties. Thanks to the strength of the intimate first-person voice, readers 
experience right along with the adolescent Malcolm his thirst for excitement, the seductive “siren 
call” of 1940s Roxbury and Harlem street life, his choices, and finally his growing awareness of the 
impact of racism on his and his family’s past and on his present and future. A powerful, 
compelling work of historical fiction. Extensive back matter includes a bibliography that steers 
young people toward further reading about Malcolm X and black history. (Horn Book Magazine 
Starred) *Coretta Scott King Honor Book UG 348 pages.

* Denotes a selection for Fall 
discussion group.

All summaries from Follett Titlewave.


